
BRMi advisors provide strategies and operational tactics to enable delivery 
improvements, successful transformations, greater effectiveness, and the 
agility to respond to new market and policy drivers. Expertise and practical 
experience, such as in decision analytics, accelerates tangible results. Our 
advisory services include the following:

ADVISORY SERVICES

• Multi-year technical direction
• Business-to-technology plans
• Real goals, key performance indicators
• Concepts of operations
• Stakeholder outreach & engagement
• Industry benchmarks

• Action plans
• Initiative definition and design
• Transition
• Rough-order-of-magnitude estimates
• Stakeholder outreach and engagement

• Alternatives analyses
• Technology and vendor selection
• Modeling and design
• Proof of concepts and pilots
• Technology rationalization
• Design patterns

• Navigation
• Implementation
• Industry, government-wide, and business-

specific reforms

• Stakeholder analyses
• Communications plans
• Surveys and impact analyzes
• Training and measurement

• Establishment and adherence
• Facilitation, tools and frameworks
• Centers of excellence
• Gate reviews and approvals
• Backlog prioritization
• Process improvements

• Schedules and outcomes
• Frameworks
• People, process, capital, and 

technology.
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Our understanding of current management reforms and policies 
enables us to quickly assess your current environment, establish 

benchmarks, and enhance your planning outcomes. We work with 
you to operationalize your strategy by defining and prioritizing 

initiatives within a roadmap to achieve your vision.

Prime Contract Vehicles
GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS), GS-35F-0490W

FDIC IT Strategy and Business Solutions Support (SBSS) Basic Ordering Agreement

Other Contract Vehicles
FBI Information Technology Supplies and Support Services (ITSSS) IDIQ

DHS Services for Enabling Agile Delivery (SEAD) Blanket Purchase Agreement

DHS Architecture, Development, and Platform Technical Services (ADaPTS) BPA

GSA 8(a) STARS III

COLLABORATIVELY

FORMED VISION FOR

PROCESS, PROGRAM, 
FUNCTION, OR

ENTERPRISE LEVELS

We’re Partners in Your Success, Whatever Your Business.

BRMi serves both private and public sectors, from the national security establishment to monetary and 
financial institutions, statistical and regulatory bodies, and many others. A few of our successes ...

Enterprise Architecture

Pension Benefit Guaranty 
Corporation

We unified and completed an 
actionable enterprise architecture 

to provide value-add segment, 
solution, and business-needs 

analysis services to PBGC’s internal 
and external customers. Our 

contributions improved PBGC’s 
ability to accomplish its strategic 

goals. Our work was used to 
demonstrate substantial progress 

in PBGC’s update to the 
Government Accountability Office 

on the actions taken in response to 
their recommendations.

Program Management

Transportation Security 
Administration

We emplaced a collaborative, 
cross-functional approach that has 

kept integrated project teams 
communicating, frequently and 

efficiently, and allowed fluid 
course-correction responses. 

Backlog items are groomed and 
meticulously organized so the 

development team can accomplish 
prioritized items, quickly modifying 

scope. We helped realize 
concurrent and follow-on goals 

with external agencies.

FITARA Implementation

U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security

We led the DHS Enterprise 
Business Management Office in 

implementing Federal Information 
Technology Acquisition Reform Act 
(FITARA) compliance strategies and 

executing 17 baseline 
requirements across all component 

agencies. We conducted 
departmental self-assessments, 

developed action items to address 
gaps, and prepared policies and 
procedures to help DHS become 

fully compliant with FITARA 
legislation.

Executing Change. Accelerating Outcomes.

ADVISORY SERVICES


